Paver Project: A memorable way to honor your part in our history

Some moments in time are worth remembering forever. The years we spend during college — walking the hallways with friends, learning together and worshipping in chapel — are memories we hold for a lifetime.

Our university has certainly made an impact on each of us.

This year, Evangel is offering a unique opportunity for us to give back. Brick pavers are being made available for purchase to be placed in walkways in front of the Robert H. Spence Chapel building.

Over time, the Evangel landscape will continue to be enhanced by the warmth of these brick pavers as generations of students, alumni and faculty purchase them.

Alumni will point to their own names as a permanent part of the Evangel landscape, providing a perfect conversation point for talking with children and grandchildren about the opportunities for their future at the comprehensive Evangel University.

Specify your school

The paver may be purchased to mark your time at Evangel, Central Bible College or the Assemblies of God Theological Seminary.

They also may be purchased in honor of someone else — a favorite professor, a beloved administrator, a graduate or perhaps as a memorial to a loved one.

And they make perfect gifts!

The Evangel University Auxiliary

This fundraising effort is a project of the Evangel University Auxiliary.

Founded in 1955, the ladies have raised more than $1.3 million for special projects ranging from the massive pipe organ in the chapel to new uniforms for the EU marching band, as well as numerous scholarships.

Volunteers are welcomed. Please e-mail EUAuxiliary@evangel.edu for membership information.

Print the name or message exactly as you wish it to appear on the brick, using one letter per space. Engraving may not exceed three lines with 15 spaces per line.

Please designate your preferred school: EU____ CBC____ AGTS____

Those letters will be embossed into the corner of the brick.

PLEASE SEND FORMS & DONATIONS TO:

Evangel University Auxiliary • 1111 N. Glenstone Ave. • Springfield, MO 65802